An adjective is a word that describes a noun.

Usually an adjective comes immediately before the noun it describes.

   **example:** A small troll stood by the bridge.

The word *small* is an adjective. It describes the noun, *troll*.

Sometimes an adjective comes after the noun.

   **example:** The elf in the workshop was funny.

The adjective *funny* describes the noun, *elf*.

3. The unicorn ran into the dark forest.

4. The ogre standing by the tree is angry.

5. The wicked witch was flying on a broomstick.

6. Two giants live in the countryside.

7. The monster under my bed is furry.
An adjective is a word that describes a noun.

Usually an adjective comes immediately before the noun it describes.

**example:** A *small* troll stood by the bridge.

The word *small* is an adjective. It describes the noun, *troll*.

Sometimes an adjective comes after the noun.

**example:** The elf in the workshop was *funny*.

The adjective *funny* describes the noun, *elf*.

3. The unicorn ran into the *dark* forest.

4. The *ogre* standing by the tree is *angry*.

5. The *wicked* *witch* was flying on a broomstick.

6. Two *giants* live in the countryside.

7. The *monster* under my bed is *furry*.